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Placemaking	–	reaping	the	rewards
Hong Kong’s Causeway Bay may be one of the city’s most polluted 
neighbourhoods, but the worms living on the 38th storey of the 
iconic Hysan Place skyscraper demonstrate that this is a building 
aiming for a new vibe amid the smog.

A UK government report published last 
year concluded a “pleasing local 
environment” reaps economic rewards – 
with green initiatives boosting local 
business investment, attracting retailers 
and millions in extra spending. The US 
government recently estimated that 
street trees add $52m in increased 
property values annually.

Developers are embracing green space, 
pedestrian areas, “green” infrastructure 
and independent traders, beneficial to 
retail and office occupiers alike, to attract 
users to new schemes. And now, 
prominent districts rising from the ground 
in London, Copenhagen, Vienna, New 
York and Lyon are embracing some or all 
of the above. 

But the placemaking agenda is being 
driven by a desire to make spaces more 
relevant. In the internet age, where the 
purchase of a new outfit and a working 
day can be managed remotely, developers 
must create buildings for a new kind  
of user.

“It is very important for us to facilitate 
interest and public happenings in every 
place we create,” says Dr Chan. “People 
don’t come out to shop but to experience 
something different, meet and socialise.” 

Eight thousand miles east in Maryland 
US, the online effect is similarly influential. 
John Tschiderer, vice president of 
development for listed Federal Realty 
Investment Trust says: “A consumer 
needs half an hour to buy what they  
want online, rather than taking four  
hours going to a store. This provides 
opportunities for new experiences in 
retail, entertainment and food 
environments. That has an impact  
on how you plan stores and public 
spaces today,” he says. 

The worms are part of an urban rooftop 
farm at the award-winning mixed-use 
building – a 5,000 sq ft community green 
space that reflects what its developer terms 
an “unfailing commitment to promoting 
sustainability and a balanced lifestyle”.

The farm is part of Hysan Place’s 
multi-dimensional offer, aimed at tenants 
and community alike. On top of an 
average of around 80,000 visitors in the 
mall each day, you’ll find school kids 
using the farm for education alongside 
office workers harvesting veg. Elsewhere, 
publicly accessible roof gardens, a 
wetland and an urban stage for events  
all provide compelling reasons to dwell.

Hysan Development Company’s efforts  
are curious given that Causeway Bay 
commands the world’s highest retail rents. 
With luxury brands willing to pay $3,000 
per square foot, landlords, it could be 
argued, hardly need effort to draw punters. 
But Hysan Place was built for a new age.

“Making the most of every inch we have 
is not achieved by stacking one floor  
on top of another,” explains its director, 
design & project Dr LK Chan.

In short, Hysan believes great development 
is about making successful places. And it 
is not alone. Emerging Trends in European 
Real Estate 2014 identified placemaking 
as one of the biggest themes for the 
post-crisis era.

Its findings build on global interest in  
how good places contribute to health, 
productivity and consumer activity.  
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“Public concerts, farmers’ markets, 
fountains and pergolas; if you are in the 
business of providing [discretionary 
spend] retail today then all this matters,” 
says Ohio-based Yaromir Steiner, founder 
and CEO of Steiner + Associates, which 
has developed 7.4m sq ft of mixed-used 
space across the US.

Designing places that offer unique  
and diverse experiences requires a shift  
in approach. As Dr Chan describes  
it, developers need to behave more  
like “curators”.

She says that developing good  
places requires management of both  
the “hardware” – the physical real estate, 
and the “software” – the events and 
community activities. “We have to 
facilitate happenings,” she explains, 
which requires a marketing and 
communications team big enough  
to manage the building’s extensive  
event calendar.

A consumer needs half  
an hour to buy what they 
want online, rather than 
taking four hours going to 
a store. This has freed up 
new time for something 
else; be it recreation, 
eating and entertainment. 

UK developer Argent is taking a similar 
approach at a major regeneration project 
at King’s Cross in London – which 
includes 26 acres of public space, 3.4m 
sq ft of offices, 500,000 sq ft of retail and 
2,000 new homes. But it’s also to become 
home for a new UK headquarters of 
Google, perhaps one of the most 
desirable commercial occupiers around.

It’s no coincidence that Google wants to 
position itself at King’s Cross. In its hunt 
for space, the online search group 
wanted an environment that encouraged 
“casual collisions of the workforce”. And 
the new neighbourhood offers Google’s 
4,500 employees access to a street food 
thoroughfare, canal-side hangouts and 
choreographed water fountains. Pop-up 
cafés and outdoor sports areas are also 
part of the mix.

Tending to the rooftop urban farm of the Hysan Place skyscraper.
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Robert Evans, partner, Argent, says: 
“Developers have caught onto the fact 
that good places are complex in their 
tone, character and feel – and give 
people a multitude of reasons to linger.” 
It is all these elements, he argues, that 
give a scheme the ability to attract the 
best occupiers from the outset.

Argent’s success, says Patricia Brown, 
director of urban consultancy Central 
which is working on the regeneration of 
London’s Elephant & Castle, was down  
in part to its flexible masterplan. “They 
began with an interactive and collaborative 
approach and worked with a vision that 
wasn’t set in stone; you cannot design 
for 2014 in 2000,” she says. 

Placemaking innovations don’t have to 
be complex. The use of natural elements 
like daylight, water and vegetation are 
simple but effective, says Evans, while 
investing attention in the right kind of 
details is also key. 

To this end, Federal Realty – which is 
contributing to the transformation of  
420 acres of Maryland’s White Flint 
Corridor from a car-dependent 
commercial district to a pedestrian-
focused mixed-use community – believes 
“starting in the dirt” is crucial. Tschiderer 
explains: “Some projects fail because 
they do not recognise that what is 
memorable to users is what happens in 
their sight line, on ground level. It is not 
about great architecture that looks nice 
from a distance.”

“The quality of finishes, the right public 
space, thinking through how people 
might walk through an area, what the 
vegetation should look like – these 
considerations are as important as 
getting great quality retailers. If you have 
fantastic store fronts but no interactive 
public spaces, you’ve missed an 
opportunity,” Tschiderer adds.

But maintaining aesthetically pleasing 
greenery, and giving over potentially 
leaseable space to water fountains costs 
money. Placemaker developers, however, 
say the long-term pay-offs are worth it. 

“Working out how to run a farm or 
establish good relationships with partners 
takes time and capital. But we are not 
giving up space; we are making revenue 
from it. Listed company Hysan reported 
increased retail turnover of 58.4% in 
2012, primarily reflecting Hysan Place 
mall’s contribution after the mall opened 
in August of that year. 

Argent agrees that placemaking adds 
intangible economic value to a scheme. 
On the strength of that it invited the 
charity Global Generation to King’s Cross 
to use empty space as an educational 
garden project for local kids. “The space 
could have been used to generate 
up-front income but the charity’s 
activities created broader value and 
buy-in from the community,” says Evans. 

The quality of finishes,  
the right public space, 
thinking through how 
people might walk  
through an area – these 
considerations are as 
important as getting great 
quality retailers.

King’s Boulevard is part of the new public space at King’s Cross, Central London. 
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King’s Cross and its tenants will share  
the costs of promoting the estate and  
its events through the service charge, 
understanding that they have a stake in 
brand building at this new neighbourhood 
– associated not so very long ago with 
crime and prostitution. “Retailers have 
turnover-related rents,” explains Evans. 
“So the better we are at bringing footfall, 
the better they do.”

Having the right operating budget at the 
outset, and one that can be communicated 
to potential tenants, is important in aligning 
interests between occupier and landlord. 
“Yes, placemaking costs more but not  
so much as to preclude developers from 
doing it,” says Tschiderer. “As long as you 
can explain that common maintenance 
charges are essential to the quality of the 
place then tenants see it benefits them.”

The value independent local traders can 
generate should not be underestimated 
either. Not only do these businesses 
generate loyal footfall but they can help 
attract the right commercial tenant. 

Steiner says a town’s small retailers can 
often be squashed by larger brands on 
site, but bringing a well-known restaurant 
can be successful. “Every city has a star 
eatery or bar. We bring those operators 
into corner units, with some capital to 
help them. Having them there provides 
places for interaction and cohesion. 

“That local angle is the holy grail when  
it comes to creating a sense of place,”  
he adds.

Europe’s Emerging Trends in Real 
Estate 2014 identifies placemaking as 
a key theme for developers today, part 
of a wider interest in the sustainability 
of real estate. 

Placemaking, the report says,  
is gaining in sophistication as the 
industry explores creative ways  
to ensure viability: “The long-term 
sustainability of schemes is about the 
curation of a better tenant mix, not just 
leasing to the high street retailers that 
can pay the best rents,” it concludes. 

Sustainability – both a building’s 
energy efficiency and its long-term 
value – is fast becoming a concern  
for real estate professionals in Europe 
as they meet increased regulatory 
pressure, climate change risk and 
more and more occupiers seeking 
“green buildings”.

Over three quarters of Europe’s survey 
respondents confirm they have a 
sustainability strategy in place. But 
green issues are shaping the agenda 
globally too.

Asia’s Emerging Trends report also finds 
a positive attitude towards sustainability: 
“Developers who say that you don’t 
get extra value – I think they’re living 
in the dark ages. It’s a competitive 
advantage because tenants, investors, 
and governments demand it.”

Both Asian and European interviewees 
report the costs of green construction 
reducing. 

One respondent from Asia says: “We 
can build a five-star Green Star or a 
Green Mark today for no more than it 
would have cost five years ago to 
build a normal building.” While Europe 
reports that costs of construction 
could even be reduced if sustainable 
features were planned from the outset. 

Green buildings are a lower priority for 
interviewees of the US report, with 
developers only identifying sustainability 
as of “moderate importance”. 

A recent report into attitudes to 
sustainability by Cushman & Wakefield 
found that US investment managers 
lag behind their European 
counterparts in their adoption of green 
investing practices. 

It also revealed that while momentum 
for sustainable investment is growing, 
most owners have not yet developed 
mandated sustainability requirements 
for their properties or portfolios. But 
as Cushman also found increased 
demand by real estate investors for 
green strategies, sustainability may 
well be on the Emerging Trends US 
agenda for 2015. 

Placemaking
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